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Parshat Bo has several commandments that lay the foundations of the Jewish faith at
the moment when Bnei Yisrael, the children of Israel, are just making the first steps to
becoming Am Yisrael, the people of Israel, one Jewish nation.

One of these commandments, the mitzvah of mezuzah, is mentioned seemingly in
passing:

V’lakhu min hadam v’natnu al sh’tei hamezuzot v’al hamashkof al habatim asher
yokhlu o’toh bahem.

They shall take some of the blood and put it on the two doorposts and the lintel of
the houses in which they are to eat [the Passover sacrifice] (Exodus 12:7).

V’hayah hadam lakhem l’ot al habeitim asher atem sham v’raiti et hadam
u’pasachti aleikhem v’lo yihiyeh bakhem negef lamashchit b’hacoti b’eretz
mitzrayim.

And the blood on the houses where you are staying shall be a sign for you: when
I see the blood I will pass over you, so that no plague will destroy you when I
strike the land of Egypt (Exodus 12:13).

At that point in time, it was imperative for the Jews to show to God, and to themselves,
that they were brave enough not to fear their hostile neighbors. They revered their God
and made a provocative gesture, painting their doorposts with blood not knowing the
outcome of their action.

This first mitzvah of mezuzah, given to the Jews in the land of Egypt, essentially divided
those who became a part of the Jewish nation and those who didn’t: those who left
Egypt on the way to the Promised Land and those who feared their Egyptian masters
and the change of their routine stayed.

Today, when putting a mezuzah on one’s door has again become an act of bravery, it is
interesting to trace how this commandment became so widely practiced. Already in
antiquity, in one of the earliest sources we can read today, Josephus noted that this was
a practice of his time:
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They are also to inscribe the principal blessings they have received from God
upon their doors … that God’s readiness to bless them may appear everywhere
conspicuous about them.1

There are multiple examples of ancient mezuzot from the Herodian, Hellenistic-Roman,
and Hasmonean periods found among the scrolls in the Qumran caves. These can be
seen today in the Dead Sea Scroll Library.

Throughout the ages, Jews were on occasion more or less punctilious in observance of
this mitzvah. In Medieval Europe, mezuzot became an object of suspicion and envy at
the same time. Christians viewed mezuzot as devices of sorcery, sometimes stabbing
the mezuzot and ruining the parchment inside. They were eager to use mezuzot as
magical instruments for themselves. Toward the end of the fourteenth century, for
example, the Bishop of Salzburg asked a Jew to give him a mezuzah to attach to the
gate of his castle, but the rabbinic authority to whom this Jew turned for advice refused
such an outrageous prostitution of a distinctively religious symbol.2

The Middle Ages also saw the tradition of decorating the mezuzah coverings with
elaborate designs, sometimes with gold leaves and precious stones. Today, the art of
the mezuzah casing is widespread, and one can see thousands of beautiful designs
throughout the world.

Commentaries on the laws of the mezuzah abound, just like the reasonings for its
meaning. One of the interesting questions is why do we put mezuzot not only on the
outside of our homes but also inside on the doorpost of every room? First, we have to
understand what different rooms mean in our lives. Each room has a different utilization,
hence, a different state of mind. “On the most basic level we might say that the
mezuzah affixed at the entrance of each room dedicates that room with its distinct
purpose to God.”3 In order to move from one room to another, one’s state of mind has to
be changed, even if a little bit.

The Talmud says:

Lo’ yipateir adam mikhevroh elah mitokh d’var halakha

3 https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/257634/jewish/Rooms-and-Doorposts.htm.
2 https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/jewish-magic-medieval-anti-semitism/.
1 https://penelope.uchicago.edu/josephus/ant-4.html.
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A person should not take leave of another… [unless] from involvement in a
matter of halakha.4

That is to say that when two people part their ways, they should do so exchanging
words of Torah.The Lubavitcher Rebbe offers a deeper insight into this Talmudic saying:
The two "friends” who are parting, says the Rebbe, could also be seen as two aspects
of oneself–the same person, but separated in time. Each day, according to the Zohar,
brings its own purpose in divine service. We evolve with time. Each day we are a new
person, and each room in our house signifies a new purpose for this particular moment.
When we move from room to room, we leave behind a specific task we performed in
that room, and therefore a specific personality trait that we exemplified there. In a new
room, our new personality trait will perform a different task, and therefore will need to
acquire a different mindset. In order that there be no separation in consciousness from
day to day, and from place to place, an individual should connect these two identities
through learning, or at least remembering the words of Torah.5 This might be the
purpose of the mezuzah: to act as a unifying agent between our different states of mind.

Mezuzah is one of those rare mitzvot that is supposed to grant us protection from the
evil forces ready to enter our homes. Yet many times in our history, the mezuzah on the
door to a Jewish house meant danger to its occupants. When my family affixed a
mezuzah to our apartment door in Moscow in the mid-1990s, a neighbor of ours called
the police to our apartment and claimed that we were “cooking gold” inside! Thankfully,
after seeing an apartment with two little girls in it and no trace of gold, the police
stopped coming.

Today, in many of the places of the world, due to the spike in anti-Semitism, some Jews
are taking their mezuzot off the doorposts, just like some are taking off their kippot.
While I understand their fears, I defer to the Zohar, that says:

U’kedusha brikh hu lei kitov shimi, vshavei liftihakh, v’at shaarei l’go beito v’anah
o’tiv livar b’fitihakh l’natra lakh.

And the Holy Blessed One says: “Write my name and put it on the door to your
house, and I will sit outside your door to guard you” (Zohar, Bo, 4:81).

Whether we look outwardly Jewish or not, whether we put mezuzot on our doors or not,
even if we try to avoid confrontation and do our best to blend in, history shows that we

5 Paraphrased from A.Poltorak, quoting the Rebbe’s talk delivered on Rosh Chodesh Adar, 5740 (1980).

4 TB. Berakhot 31a
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are targeted no matter what. If one is a believer in the final redemption, one
understands that having a mezuzah on one’s door will once again allow the Divine
forces to recognize who is not afraid to show their Jewish identity. As Daniel tells us:

U’vaeit hahi yimaleit amekha kol-hanimtza katuv b’seifer.

At that time, your people will be rescued, all who are found inscribed in the book.
(12:1)

So, let us keep our mezuzot intact on our doors. With this small gesture we can show
God, ourselves and our brothers and sisters in Israel that we are indeed one nation with
one heart.
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